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APPENDIX 2
Knowledge, Technology, and the General Intellect in the
Grundrisse and its “Fragment on Machines”

1. Introduction
Media Companies
Of the world’s 2,000 largest transnational corporations, 232 or 11.6% were in 2014 located in
the realm of communications and digital media, which is comprised of advertising, broadcasting,
communications equipment, computer and electronic retail, computer hardware, computer services, computer storage devices, consumer electronics, electronics, Internet shopping and distribution, printing and publishing, semiconductors, software and programming, telecommunications (data
source: Forbes 2000, 2014 list). Digital and information capitalism is one dimension of contemporary capitalism. It reflects the growing importance of science, communication, knowledge, computing, the Internet, and information labour in production. Scholarship has in recent years stressed that
Marx in the Grundrisse, especially in the so-called “Fragment on Machines” and with the category
of the general intellect, anticipated such developments.

The Grundrisse
This chapter is a reflection on the Grundrisse in the age of digital capitalism and digital labour. It
contributes to recent studies on the Grundrisse that have largely neglected issues such as advertising,
the Internet, and the digital world. It is, for example, telling that on a total of 736 pages, the two
collected volumes In Marx’s Laboratory: Critical Interpretations of the Grundrisse (Bellofiore, Starosta, and
Thomas 2014b) and Karl Marx’s Grundrisse: Foundations of the Critique of Political Economy 150 Years
Later (Musto 2008) do not a single time mention the terms “digital”, “Facebook”, or “Twitter”,
and that the terms “Internet” and “advertising” occur only twice. Although such works provide
extremely interesting insights into Marx’s philosophy, they in contrast to some other recent publications (e.g., Fuchs and Mosco 2012, 2015a, 2015b) remain completely idealist, ignorant, and abstract
when it comes to applying Marx to popular culture and communications.
This chapter provides a reading of Marx’s Grundrisse by discussing advertising and productive labour
in the context of social media (section 2) and by focusing on the “Fragment of Machines” (section 3)
and its connection to other parts of the Grundrisse (section 4), as well as situating cultural and digital
labour in the context of the Marxist debate on the “Fragment” and the general intellect (section 5).
Marx wrote the Grundrisse in the time from October 1857 until May 1858 (MEW 42, V). For
some, the Grundrisse is an interesting and important draft of Capital that helps to understand the
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latter’s genesis (Rosdolsky 1977), whereas for others it is “the central point in the development of

Marx’s theory” (Negri 1988, 87) and “an original work in its own right” (86) that stands independent
of Capital and “represents the high point of Marx’s revolutionary thinking” (88). Setting apart Capital
and the Grundrisse served at the time of the Soviet Union often the purpose to question orthodoxy
and Stalinism.Today it is much easier to see the complementarities and continuities between the two
works—that is, not to read Marx against and beyond Marx, but Marx with Marx. The Grundrisse is
“a veritable ‘laboratory’ in which we can observe Marx in the very process of unfolding his dialectical investigation of the movement of capitalist social and economic forms” (Bellofiore, Starosta, and
Thomas 2014 , 3). All of Marx’s works and categories are dialectical in character. In the Grundrisse the
grounding in Hegel’s logic is more explicit than in Capital, although both employ the same dialectical method of analysis and development.

2. Advertising, Circulation, and Productive Labour in the Age of Social Media
Dallas Smythe on Advertising
The Canadian Marxist political economist Dallas Smythe (1977) argued in his article “Communications: Blindspot of Western Marxism” that in advertising-financed media, the audience’s labour
produces attention as an audience commodity, which is sold to advertising clients. He wrote that it is
a theoretical and political mistake to assume, such as the critics of the audience labour thesis do (for
a prototypical example, see Lebowitz 1986), that advertising and audience labour are unproductive
attributes of the sphere of circulation that eat up surplus value created in other parts of the economy.
The most important online and social media, such as Google/YouTube/Blogspot, Facebook,Twitter,
Weibo, and Baidu, use targeted advertising-based capital accumulation models. In their case, audience labour is users’ digital labour, which creates data and meta-data that is sold as commodity to
the platforms’ ad clients. Google, Facebook, and the like are the world’s largest advertising agencies
(Fuchs 2014a, 2015).
The difference between audience commodification in commercial broadcasting and user commodification on corporate social media is that the in the latter case online activities generate data
that can be monitored in real time; that data is networked across the Internet; that ads can be individually targeted based on interests and profiles, the audience size, composition; that behaviour is
due to constant online surveillance not an estimation, but exactly known; and that commodification
affects the convergence of users’ various social roles. Can the Grundrisse help us to better understand
the political economy of online advertising?

Marx on Productive Labour in the Grundrisse
Marx argues that productive labour “is only that which produces capital. [. . .] Labour becomes productive
by producing its own opposite” (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 305). “Actors are productive workers, not
in so far as they produce a play, but in so far as they increase their employer’s wealth. But what sort
of labour takes place, hence in what form labour materializes itself, is absolutely irrelevant for this
relation” (328–329). “A. Smith was essentially correct with his productive and unproductive labour,
correct from the standpoint of bourgeois economy. [. . .] The capitalist obtains labour itself, labour as
valuepositing activity, as productive labour; i.e. he obtains the productive force which maintains and
multiplies capital, and which thereby becomes the productive force, the reproductive force of capital,
a force belonging to capital itself ” (273–274).
An argument against audience and digital labour theory is that only wage-labour is productive,
surplus-value generating labour (see, e.g., Lebowitz 1986). Marx’s concept of productive labour
in the Grundrisse (just like the one in Capital Volume 1’s chapter 16) does not confirm such an
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assumption. Rather he understands productive labour as labour that produces capital, which does not
logically presuppose a wage-labour relationship. Facebook’s and Google’s wageworkers do not create
a commodity, but rather a platform that users access as “free lunch”, whereas users’ activities create
a data commodity that is sold in order to generate profit and enable the accumulation of capital.

Transport Costs
Marx (1885, 225–229) discusses transport costs especially in Capital Volume 2, chapter 3, section 3.
Also in the Grundrisse he makes a similar argument—namely, that transport costs and transport
labour produce surplus-value. So although the “costs of circulation proper (and they achieve a significant independent development in the money trade) are not reducible to productive labour time”
(Marx 1857/1858 [English], 624–625), transport costs are of a different nature:
Transport to market (spatial condition of circulation) belongs in the production process. [. . .]
Circulation proceeds in space and time. Economically considered, the spatial condition, the
bringing of the product to the market, belongs to the production process itself. The product
is really finished only when it is on the market. The movement through which it gets there
belongs still with the cost of making it. It does not form a necessary moment of circulation,
regarded as a particular value process, since a product may be bought and even consumed at
the point of its production. But this spatial moment is important in so far as the expansion of
the market and the exchangeability of the product are connected with it. (Marx 1857/1858,
533–534)
[Transport] gives the product a new use value (and this holds right down to and including
the retail grocer, who weighs, measures, wraps the product and thus gives it a form for consumption), and this new use value costs labour time, is therefore at the same time exchange
value. Bringing to market is part of the production process itself. The product is a commodity,
is in circulation only when it is on the market. (Marx 1857/1858, 635)

Ideological Transport and the Media
Commercial media link commodity ideologies to consumers—they “transport” ideologies to
consumers—although it is unclear and not determined how the latter react and if the confrontation
with commodity ideologies results in actual purchases. Facebook and other corporate social media
are advertising companies that sell advertising space and user data as commodities to clients who
want to present commodity ideologies to users and hope that the latter buy their commodities.
Most commodities have independent from their physical or informational nature a cultural component that is created by the cultural labour performed in advertising departments and agencies.
The cultural dimension of a commodity is necessary ideological: It appeals to consumers’ imagination and wants to make them connote positive images and feelings with the idea of consuming this
commodity.Wolfgang Fritz Haug (1986) speaks in this context of the commodity’s use-value promise: The sales and advertising ideology associated with a commodity promises specific positive life
enhancement functions that the commodity brings with it and thereby conceals the commodity’s
exchange-value behind promises. The symbolic commodity ideology promises a use-value beyond
actual consumption, an imaginary surplus and surplus enjoyment.These promises are detached from
the actual use-value and are therefore a fictitious form of use-value. Capitalism’s antagonism between
use-value and exchange-value takes in the realm of the commodity aesthetic the form of a contradiction between use-value and appearances of use-value: As long as the consumer has not purchased
a commodity, s/he can only imagine how using it actually is. Advertising makes use-values appear to
be specific forms and promises specific qualities—it communicates the commodity aesthetic. The
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commodity’s appearance becomes more important than its being and is an instrument for capital
accumulation. “The aesthetics of the commodity in its widest meaning—the sensual appearance
and the conception of its use value—becomes detached from the object itself ” (Haug 1986, 16–17).
Commercial media link commodity ideologies to consumers; they “transport” ideologies to consumers. Facebook and other corporate social media are advertising companies that sell advertising
space and user data as commodities to clients who want to present commodity ideologies to users
and hope that the latter will buy their commodities.The users’ constant online activity is ideological
transport labour necessary for running the targeting algorithms and for generating viewing possibilities and attention for ads’ use-value promises. They do not transport a commodity in physical space
from A to B; they rather organise a communication space that allows advertisers to communicate
their use-value promises to potential customers. Figure A2.1 visualises the economic relationships of
targeted advertising–based platforms such as Facebook and its advertising clients.

The Transport of Commodities
The transport of a commodity has two parts:
1.
2.

The commodity’s physical transport: In the case of information this means data transmission via
cables, telecommunications networks, radio signals, satellite transmission, etc.
Informational transport: The transport of the information that the commodity exists and why
it should be bought by the consumer. Advertising plays a crucial role in this form of transport.
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The modern advertising industry came into existence around 1890 as part of the emergence of
the “new ‘monopoly’ (corporate) capitalism” (Williams 1960/1969, 177) and took full effect in the
20th century with the rise of the culture industry, mass media, mass production, and mass consumption. Advertising did not play a central role in capitalism at the time of Marx, which is the reason he
hardly discussed it. Given this fact, however, also means that for understanding advertising culture,
we have to think with Marx about this phenomenon. The idea of audience labour as ideological
transport labour is such an undertaking.

3. Machinery and the General Intellect in the “Fragment on Machines”
What Is the “Fragment on Machines”?
What some Marxist scholars term Marx’s “Fragment on Machines” is the section “Fixes Kapital
und Entwicklung der Prodktivkräfte der Gesellschaft” (Capital and the Development of Society’s
Productive Forces) in the Grundrisse’s sixth and seventh notebooks (Marx 1857/1858 [German],
590–609; [English], 690–714).The “Fragment” was written in the first half of 1858 (Marx 1857/1858
[English], 697, 555). The earliest use of the term “Fragment on Machines” that I could trace in the
English literature is Pier Aldo Rovatti’s 1973 article “The Critique of Fetishism in Marx’s ‘Grundrisse’”. An Italian translation of the “Fragment” was published in 1964 under the title “Frammento
sulle Macchine” (Marx 1964).

Knowledge and General Work
Marx interprets in the “Fragment” technology as fixed constant capital that is an “alien power”
(Marx 1857/1858 [English], 693) to the worker. He terms “science”, “knowledge”, and “technology” in production as part of fixed constant capital, the “accumulation of knowledge and of skill,
of the general productive forces of the social brain” ([English], 694, in German: “Akkumulation des
Wissens und des Geschicks, der allgemeinen Produktivkräfte des gesellschaftlichen Hirns”, [German], 594; “gesellschaftliches Hirn” can more precisely be translated as “societal brain”, but has been
translated as “social brain”, which has a more micro-sociological connotation) and “general social
labour” ([English], 694). The “transformation of the production process from the simple labour
process into a scientific process [. . .] appears as a quality of fixed capital in contrast to living labour”
(Marx 1857/1858 [English], 700).
Marx here takes up the issue of knowledge and scientific work as general work, which he also
discusses in A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy (Marx 1859, 278) and Capital Volume
1 (Marx 1867, 667) and Volume 3 (Marx 1894, 199; MEW 25, 113–114). General work is general
because its results are not just consumed in one specific company or branch of industry, but throughout the entire economy. General work has “a scientific and at the same time general character”
(Marx 1857/1858 [English], 612). Marx writes in the German version of the Grundrisse that “materielle Produktion” is “zugleich allgemeine Arbeit” when it has “wissenschaftlichen Charakter[s]”
(Marx 1857/1858 [German], 512). The English translation of this passage is that “material production” is of “a scientific and at the same time general character” (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 612). It
is misleading because it presents scientific and general work as two different activities, whereas Marx
in the German original wrote that “material production” is “at the same time general work” when
it has “a scientific character”.

Marx Anticipated the Emergence of an Information Economy
Marx anticipated the emergence of the important role of knowledge, science, and highly productive
technologies such as the computer in production by arguing that capital’s inherent need to develop
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the productive forces not just makes technology in production ever more important, but also results
in a scientification of production and an increasing importance of knowledge labour: “machinery
develops with the accumulation of society’s science, of productive force generally” ([English], 694).
Wolfgang Fritz Haug (2010, 211) argues in this context that Marx’s concept of the general intellect
was “prognostic-descriptive” of the emergence of computerisation and high-tech capitalism.

Radovan Richta: The Scientific-Technological Revolution
Radovan Richta (1969) has based on Marx termed “general labour” the scientific and technological revolution. “Science is now penetrating all phases of production and gradually assuming the role
of the central productive force of human society and, indeed, the ’decisive factor’ in the growth of
the productive forces” (Richta 1969, 28). “Logically, then—from the standpoint of the deeper linkages of the model—the chances of carrying out the scientific and technological revolution to the
full lie with a society advancing towards communism” (Richta 1969, 53–54). Richta (1969) coined
the notion of the scientific and technological revolution in the context of hopes for a democratic
form of communism in light of the Prague Spring.The rise of the important role of science and the
computer in production would constitute a scientific-technological foundation for the transition
of capitalism to communism and the transition from authoritarian to human-centred communism.
The idea of the scientific and technological revolution can already be found in the Grundrisse.
“But to the degree that large industry develops, the creation of real wealth comes to depend less
on labour time and on the amount of labour employed than on the power of the agencies set in
motion during labour time, whose ‘powerful effectiveness’ is itself in tum out of all proportion to the
direct labour time spent on their production, but depends rather on the general state of science and
on the progress of technology, or the application of this science to production” (Marx 1857/1858,
704–705). As a consequence of technological development, “the entire production process” becomes
“the technological application of science” (Marx 1857/1858, 699).

The Antagonism between Productive Forces and
Relations of Production in the “Fragment”
The “Fragment on Machines” shows how modern technology reduces necessary labour time and
thereby creates conditions for communism, free individuality, and a life based on free time as a source
of wealth, but at the same time is embedded into capitalist class relations that have to set labour-time
as the source of wealth so that the antagonism between the evermore socialised productive forces
and the relations of production deepens the crisis-proneness of capitalism, the enslavement of labour,
unemployment, and precarity:
[Under the conditions of capitalist technology, the worker] “steps to the side of the production process instead of being its chief actor. [. . .] as the great foundation-stone of production
and of wealth. The theft of alien labour time, on which the present wealth is based, appears a
miserable foundation in face of this new one, created by large-scale industry itself. As soon as
labour in the direct form has ceased to be the great well-spring of wealth, labour time ceases
and must cease to be its measure, and hence exchange value [must cease to be the measure] of
use value. The surplus labour of the mass has ceased to be the condition for the development
of general wealth, just as the non-labour of the few, for the development of the general powers of the human head. With that, production based on exchange value breaks down, and the
direct, material production process is stripped of the form of penury and antithesis. The free
development of individualities, and hence not the reduction of necessary labour time so as to
posit surplus labour, but rather the general reduction of the necessary labour of society to a
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minimum, which then corresponds to the artistic, scientific etc. development of the individuals
in the time set free, and with the means created, for all of them. (Marx 1857/1858, 705–706)

The Antagonism between Necessary Labour and Surplus Labour
Marx continues his analysis by describing a capitalist antagonism between necessary labour (that
technology evermore reduces) and surplus labour (that capital tries to evermore increase):
Capital itself is the moving contradiction, [in] that it presses to reduce labour time to a minimum, while it posits labour time, on the other side, as sole measure and source of wealth.
Hence it diminishes labour time in the necessary form so as to increase it in the superfluous
form; hence posits the superfluous in growing measure as a condition—question of life or
death—for the necessary. On the one side, then, it calls to life all the powers of science and
of nature, as of social combination and of social intercourse, in order to make the creation
of wealth independent (relatively) of the labour time employed on it. On the other side, it
wants to use labour time as the measuring rod for the giant social forces thereby created, and
to confine them within the limits required to maintain the already created value as value.
Forces of production and social relations—two different sides of the development of the social
individual—appear to capital as mere means, and are merely means for it to produce on its
limited foundation. In fact, however, they are the material conditions to blow this foundation
sky-high. (Marx 1857/1858, 706)

Technology, Time, Capitalism, Communism
Marx ascertains a capitalist antagonism between the tendency of technology to reduce necessary
labour time and the capitalist tendency to turn all labour time into surplus labour and argues that
modern technology creates the foundation of a communist society in which free time and free activity beyond necessity is maximised and the source of wealth:
[Capital] increases the surplus labour time of the mass by all the means of art and science [. . .]
It is thus, despite itself, instrumental in creating the means of social disposable time, in order to
reduce labour time for the whole society to a diminishing minimum, and thus to free everyone’s
time for their own development. But its tendency always, on the one side, to create disposable
time, on the other, to convert it into surplus labour. If it succeeds too well at the first, then
it suffers from surplus production, and then necessary labour is interrupted, because no surplus labour can be realized by capital. The more this contradiction develops, the more does it
become evident that the growth of the forces of production can no longer be bound up with
the appropriation of alien labour, but that the mass of workers must themselves appropriate their
own surplus labour. Once they have done so—and disposable time thereby ceases to have an
antithetical existence—then, on one side, necessary labour time will be measured by the needs
of the social individual, and, on the other, the development of the power of social production
will grow so rapidly that, even though production is now calculated for the wealth of all, disposable time will grow for all. For real wealth is the developed productive power of all individuals.
The measure of wealth is then not any longer, in any way, labour time, but rather disposable
time. (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 708)
Marx adds that “[r]eal economy [. . .] consists of the saving of labour time” so that there can be “an
increase of free time, i.e. time for the full development of the individual” (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 711). Marx ascertains in the Grundrisse that communism requires a technological foundation so
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that society can be based on the principle “From each according to his abilities, to each according
to his needs!” (Marx 1875, 87), which he in 1875 formulated in the Critique of the Gotha Programme.
Roman Rosdolsky (1977, 427–428) comments in his study of the Grundrisse:
It is hardly necessary today—in the course of a new industrial revolution—to emphasise the
prophetic significance of this enormously dynamic and essentially optimistic conception. For
the dreams of the isolated German revolutionary in his exile in London in 1858 have now,
for the first time, entered the realm of what is immediately possible. Today, for the first time in
history, thanks to the developments of modern technology, the preconditions for a final and
complete abolition of the ‘theft of alien labour-time’ actually exist; furthermore, the present
period is the first in which the development of the productive forces can be carried so far forward that, in fact, in the not too distant future it will be not labour-time, but rather disposable
time, by which social wealth is measured.

The General Intellect
The General Intellect Is the Crucial Concept in the “Fragment”
Nature builds no machines, no locomotives, railways, electric telegraphs, self-acting mules
etc. These are products of human industry; natural material transformed into organs of the
human will over nature, or of human participation in nature. They are organs of the human
brain, created by the human hand; the power of knowledge, objectified. The development of
fixed capital indicates to what degree general social knowledge has become a direct force of
production, and to what degree, hence, the conditions of the process of social life itself have
come under the control of the general intellect and been transformed in accordance with it.
To what degree the powers of social production have been produced, not only in the form
of knowledge, but also as immediate organs of social practice, of the real life process. (Marx
1857/1858 [English], 706)
Already Rosdolsky wrote in his book The Making of Marx’s “Capital”, which was published in 1968,
that the general intellect passage shows that “the development of machinery—although leading
under capitalism only to the oppression of workers—offers, in fact, the surest prospect for their
future liberation, by facilitating that radical reduction of working time, without which the abolition
of class society would remain mere words” (Rosdolsky 1977, 243).
The “Fragment” anticipated many ideas that Marx (1867, 492–639) formulated in Capital Volume
1, chapter 15, “Machinery and Large-Scale Industry”: technology as fixed constant capital; the concept of the machine system; technology as means of alienation and rationalisation in capitalism and
material foundation of communism; the dialectic of modern technology; technology in the context
of the antagonism between productive forces and relations of production, technology, and crises.

4. The Connection of the “Fragment” to Other Sections in the Grundrisse
Aspects of knowledge and technology are in the Grundrisse not just limited to the “Fragment”, but
also occur outside of it. This section discusses some examples.
Marx first mentions the antagonistic relationship of machinery and labour time not in the
“Fragment on Machines” (which can be found in “Notebooks VI/VII”), but in the section on
“Surplus-Value and Profit” of “Notebook IV” (Marx 1857/1858 [English] 389, 398–401; Marx
1857/1858 [German], 303, 312–315).
In the section on the “Circuit of Capital” in “Notebook V”, Marx introduces the notion of the
“general conditions of production” (530) and argues that capital only organises them if it is profitable and
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not too expensive to do so and otherwise “shifts the burdens on the shoulders of the state” (531).
They include the “means of communication” that are “physical conditions of circulation” (533).
Marx here basically introduces the ideas of the commons, including the communication commons,
and of the commodification of the commons (public works’ “migration into the domain of the
works undertaken by capital”, 531).
In “Notebook IV”, Marx introduces the dialectical idea that capital finds in itself and sets itself
barriers that it has to strive to overcome (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 405–423; [German], 318–338).
Capital faces barriers such as necessary and surplus labour time, national borders and regulations,
circulation time, consumption capacities, and money and exchange value that limit use-value. The
effects are crises that capital tries to overcome, which creates new limits and conditions of crisis.
Capital’s “production moves in contradictions which are constantly overcome but just as constantly
posited”. It drives “towards its own suspension” and “encounters barriers in its own nature” (Marx
1857/1858 [English], 410). In “Notebook V”, Marx argues that capitalism’s dialectic of boundaries also concerns the productive forces, including the production of knowledge: “Capital posits
the production of wealth itself and hence the universal development of the productive forces, the
constant overthrow of its prevailing presuppositions, as the presupposition of its reproduction. [. . .]
every degree of the development of the social forces of production, of intercourse, of knowledge
etc. appears to it only as a barrier which it strives to overpower” (Marx 1857/1858 [English], 541;
[German], 447).
Marx also discusses the antagonistic character of technology in the section “Das Kapital als Frucht
bringend” (Capital as Fructiferous) of “Notebook VII” (Marx 1857/1858 [German], 637–669;
[English], 745–778), where he says that the antagonism between technological development of the
productive forces and the capitalist relations of production results in “explosions, cataclysms, crises”
([English], 750), “bitter contradictions, crises, spasms” ([English], 749).
In the next section I will reflect on debates about the “Fragment”.

5. Cultural and Digital Labour in the Context of the
Marxist Debate on the “Fragment” and the General Intellect
The debate about the “Fragment” and the general intellect has especially focused on (a) the concept
of immaterial labour, (b) the critique of the notion of immateriality, (c) questions concerning the
relationship of technology and human practice in society, (d) elite and immiserated workers, and
(e) the law of value. I will in this section explore connections of this discussion to the political
economy of digital labour.

Immaterial Labour
Antonio Negri (1991) did not discuss the notion of the general intellect in his book on the Grundrisse, but did so in a number of other publications. He defines it as “modes of productive expression
that are increasingly immaterial and intellectual” (Negri 2008, 116). Hardt and Negri (2000, 29–30,
364–367) associate with Marx’s concept of general intellect the rise of informational capitalism and
connect it to the rise of what they term “immaterial labour”, a term introduced by Maurizio Lazzarato (1996, 132), who defines it as “labor that produces the informational and cultural content
of the commodity”. “General intellect is a collective, social intelligence created by accumulated
knowledges, techniques, and know-how. The value of labor is thus realized by a new universal and
concrete labor force through the appropriation and free usage of the new productive forces” (Hardt
and Negri 2000, 364).
Paolo Virno (1996a, 21) argues that the general intellect extends from science and technology to
communication, language, and the media (see also Virno 2007). It would be the foundation of “social
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cooperation” (Virno 1996b, 194) and in contemporary capitalism result in “all wage labor” having
“something of the ‘performing artist’ about it” (195). “The general intellect manifests itself today,
above all, as the communication, abstraction, self-reflection of living subjects” (Virno 2004, 65) and
is for Virno not congealed in fixed capital. Christian Marazzi (2008, 44) makes the same point: “In
post-Fordism the general intellect is not fixed in machines, but in the bodies of workers. The body
has become, if you will, the tool box of mental work”.

(A) The Concept of Immaterial Labour and Its Implications
A first important dimension of the concept of the general intellect as immaterial labour is that
because of this type of labour’s networked and cooperative organisation and knowledge’s peculiar
characteristics that support convergences, exploitation, value generation, and productive labour are
not limited to wage-labour. This analysis resembles the arguments made by Marxist feminism and
the theory of the new international division of labour that already in the 1970s and 1980s argued
that labour in the Global South and housework are crucial for global value generation. It allows a
connection to the theory of audience and digital labour.
Audiences of advertising-financed broadcast media and users of corporate social media such as
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Weibo, Pinterest, Blogspot, and Instagram are nonpaid audiences and
digital workers who create attention and data that is sold as commodity. They are productive workers in the sense of the understanding Marx grounded in the Grundrisse and Capital Volume 1, chapter 16: Their labour creates its own opposite—namely, commercial media companies’ capital. They
together with paid employees form commercial media’s collective labourer, who is exploited in
order to generate these companies’ value and profits. Facebook and its likes are social factories, in
which social workers perform unremunerated information labour. Social and mobile media advance
contemporary capitalism’s tendency towards creating boundaries between production/consumption, labour-time/leisure time, labour/play, office and factory/home, private/public, production/
reproduction that blur and converge under the rule of capital so that we perform value-generating
labour in many spaces outside of offices and factories at irregular times under conditions that foster
precarious, informal, unrecognised, unremunerated, and casual labour.
Audience and digital labour stand in an antagonism to each other: Companies’ advertising expenditures grew in the period of 2009 to 2013 by 25.8%: Online advertising’s annual compound growth
rate was 18.9%, whereas the one of newspaper advertising was 1.35% (data source: Ofcom 2014).
In times of crisis, companies seem to consider targeted online advertising a more secure investment
than traditional advertising, which results in the tendency that exploitation of audience labour turns
into digital labour. But whereas Facebook and Google are highly profitable companies, other platforms such as Twitter and Weibo have thus far only made losses. The exploitation of digital labour
creates value, but this value can only be turned into profit if users give attention to and click on
online ads, which is not automatically to a sufficient degree the case. Companies’ marketing departments are at the moment optimistic about investing in targeted online ads, but this confidence could
quickly change in case that the one or the other social media company folds because its profits do
not live up to stock market valuations.

(B) The Critique of the Notion of Immateriality: Materialism and Idealism
A second important question about the general intellect concerns philosophical materialism and idealism: In a materialist philosophy, matter is the process-substance of the world (Fuchs 2003): Systems
are constituted by permanent reproduction and the creation of novelty that emerges out of existing
structures. Production guarantees human existence and reproduction. The world is material because
it has the capacity to produce itself and new forms of organisation. Society is material because in it
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humans produce structures, their own sociality, and ever-newer human practices so that society can
reproduce itself and exist over time. To speak of immaterial labour introduces a dualist ontology that
separates the world into a material and an immaterial substance.
If there are two substances, then the ground of the world can no longer be adequately specified,
which, however, is according to the law of ground needed for any consistent philosophy. If there are
two substances, then it cannot be explained what the unity, foundation, and ground of the world are
in the last instance. One must then either leave the world unexplained or assume that an external
force such as God created it. Avoiding such dualism and idealism requires a materialist concept of the
world that sees the whole world and all of its systems as material and matter as a self-referential and
self-producing substance. Matter is a causa sui: It is its own cause and enables the self-organisation
of the world. The very notion of immaterial labour is philosophically idealist. Ideas are nonphysical,
but material. They are generated by the brain, which is a physical system, and in the social relations
of humans, who as species-beings create the social world by work and communication.
George Caffentzis (2013, 176–200) argues in this context that no labour is immaterial because all
labour requires a physical foundation. Hardt and Negri would therefore “spiritualize the machine”
(Caffentzis 2013, 200). Digital labour on social media is not immaterial labour, but rather information labour that as a form of materiality creates information as a non-physical good that can only
be produced, disseminated, and consumed with the help of physical technologies such as computers,
mobile phones, and fibreoptic cables, which are powered by energy consumption.

(C) Technology and Human Practice
Third, the concept of the general intellect as immaterial labour faces the danger of a technologically
deterministic concept of history and revolution that sees communism as the automatic result of the
development of the technological productive forces. Sylvia Federici (2012, 95) argues that the “Fragment” bears the threat of a “technologistic concept of revolution, where freedom comes through
the machine” and that comes along with a focus on wage-labour as a revolutionary subject that
neglects the “importance of reproductive work”. Also Pier Aldo Rovatti warns against interpreting
the “Fragment” in a techno-deterministic and fetishist manner, which reduces the relations of production to “moments within the dynamic of the productive forces” (Rovatti 1973, 60; for a recent
formulation of this criticism, see Tomba and Bellofiore 2014). The collective worker constituted by
the general intellect would not automatically become a “collective subject” (62). One must in this
context see that Marx writes: “With that, production based on exchange value breaks down” (Marx
1857/1858 [English], 705).
This formulation has again and again resulted in controversies. Michael Heinrich (2014) interprets it as meaning that Marx in the Grundrisse had a “one-sided conception of crisis” (197) and
predicted that the employment of machinery in capitalism “should have the consequence that capitalist production [. . .] collapses” (207). But one must see that with the formulation “with that” Marx
means in reference back to the preceding sentence a condition where the “surplus labour of the mass
has ceased to be the condition for the development of general wealth” (705). So when he speaks of
a breakdown in the “Fragment” he does not mean an automatic collapse of capitalism, but rather
that exchange value collapses within communism. The establishment of communism, however, presupposes a conscious revolutionary sublation of capitalism. The “Fragment” does not formulate an
automatic breakdown of capitalism.
It is true that when Marx wrote the Grundrisse, he was optimistic that capitalism could in the
course of the crisis that started in 1857 come to an end, which is evident from a letter to Engels
from December 8, 1857: “I am working like mad all night and every night collating my economic
studies so that I at least get the outlines [“Grundrisse” in the German original; MEW 29, 225] clear
before the deluge” (MECW 40, 217). He did, however, not assume that a breakdown of capitalism
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is the effect of structural contradictions, but that it can only, but does not automatically and with
necessity have to, break down in the course of class struggles that respond to crises. Consciousness
and activity are crucial. Marx therefore not just speaks of the productive forces, but of both “forces
of production and social relations” as the “material conditions to blow this foundation [capitalism]
sky-high” (Marx 1857/1858, 706). Note that an objective material condition is a precondition,
but not an automatism. Consciousness and praxis are decisive. Therefore Marx stresses that the
“recognition [Erkennung] of the products as its own, and the judgement that its separation from the
conditions of its realization is improper—forcibly imposed—is an enormous [advance in] awareness
[Bewusstsein]” and is “itself the product of the mode of production resting on capital, and as much
the knell to its doom” (463). Marx here connects the metaphor of the death bell with subjectivity
(recognition, awareness, consciousness), which shows that he saw conscious political action based on
material foundations as interacting aspects of revolution.
Moishe Postone (2008) stresses correctly that Marx is neither romantically affirming nor rejecting
modern technology, but rather assumes that “the potential of the system of production developed
under capitalism could be used to transform that system itself ” (134). The deepening gap between
material potentials and reality that expresses itself in crises can only be overcome through social
struggles. Digital labour on social media is indicative of a high socialisation of the means of communicative production that within capitalist class relations furthers human exploitation and deepens
class society, but that at the same time promises and creates potentials for a digital communist society
that can only be created in and through political praxis, which is again no automatism and can be
forestalled by ideology, violence, and repression.

(D) Elite and Immiserated Workers
Fourth, there have been discussions about privileged and immiserated labour of the general intellect.
Autonomist Marxists such as George Caffentzis (2013) and the Midnight Notes Collective criticise
Negri and his comrades’ version of the general intellect as immaterial labour by arguing that it
tends to focus on privileged Western high-tech workers and ignores the exploitation of the labour
of house workers and slaves and other super-exploited workers in the global sweatshop economy.
Caffentzis (2013, 79) says that computerisation and robotisation require the enclosure of “factories,
lands, and brothels in the Third World” in order to “increase the total pool of surplus labor” and
counteract the tendency of the profit rate to fall. The “computer requires the sweatshop, and the
cyborg’s existence is premised on the slave” (79).
Nick Dyer-Witheford (2005) suggests based on a reading of Negri and Caffentzis a “CyberNegri beyond Negri” perspective that conceives “‘immaterial’, ‘material’1 and ‘immiserated’ work as
sectors of a broader class composition of ‘universal labor’” (Dyer-Witheford 2005, 157) that forms a
global worker who has the potential to act as a digital front against capital (Dyer-Witheford 2014).
Building on Caffentzis and Negri allows a materialist concept of cultural and digital labour that
avoids idealism and Western-centric narrowness. Such an approach can also build on Raymond Williams’s approach of Cultural Materialism, which argues that “[c]ultural work and activity are not [. . .]
a superstructure” (1977, 111) and that cultural and mental labour are “social and material” (1989,
206) (see Fuchs 2015).
Culture requires the production, circulation, and consumption of meaning as well as institutions
and technologies that enable these processes. Cultural labour as materialist concept therefore covers
both labour that produces culture’s infrastructures and content.
“Cultural work” is a term that encompasses organisational levels of work that are at the same time
distinct and dialectically connected (see Figure A2.2): Cultural work has an emergent quality—namely,
information work—that creates content that is based on and grounded in physical cultural work,
which creates information technologies through agricultural and industrial work processes. Physical
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work takes place inside and outside of culture: It creates information technologies and its components (cultural physical work) as well as other products (noncultural physical work) that do not primarily have symbolic functions in society (such as cars, toothbrushes, or cups).
Digital work is a specific form of cultural work that creates and uses digital media. Digital labour
is an alienated form of digital work. Just like cultural work, digital work encompasses both physical
and information work (Figure A2.3).
Each work process consists of subjects that with the help of objects of work and technologies
create products. Digital labour is organised in the form of an international division of digital labour
(IDDL), which encompasses a complex network of interlinked cycles of production (see Figure A2.4)
in which miners who are partly slaves in Congolese mines extract minerals that in a second step are
by industrial assemblage workers, such as the highly exploited workers in the Chinese Foxconn and
Pegatron factories, assembled into components and digital media technologies that information workers, such as Google’s labour aristocracy, low-paid software engineers in India, precarious freelancers,
and unpaid social media users, use for creating content and data (for details, see Fuchs 2014a, 2015).
Digital labour is organised in an IDDL, which encompasses different modes of production (such as
wage-labour, unpaid labour, precarious labour, slave-work, etc.) and different modes of organisation
of the productive forces (agricultural/industrial/informational work). The general intellect that circulates on the Internet and via digital media requires a collective digital worker that is also a global
worker. Digital capital exploits manifold forms of digital labourers, and they have the potential to resist
their own exploitation if digital workers of the world manage to unite (Mosco and McKercher 2009).

(E) The Law of Value
Fifth, there have been discussions about the applicability of the law of value to the general intellect.
Negri (1991, 172) argues that in the Grundrisse the “Law of Value dies”. Virno (2004, 100) says that
the law of value is “shattered and refuted by capitalist development itself ”. Hardt and Negri (2004, 145)
argue that the “temporal unity of labor as the basic measure of value today makes no sense”. Vercellone
(2010, 90) writes that “cognitive capitalism” has resulted in the “crisis of the law of value” and “a crisis
of measurement that destabilizes the very sense of the fundamental categories of the political economy;
labor, capital and obviously, value” (90). He ascertains that the general intellect has brought about “the
possibility of a direct transition to communism” (Vercellone 2007, 15) and the need for a “passage
from a theory of time-value of labour to a theory of knowledge-value” (31). Arvidsson and Colleoni
say that the law of value does not apply to “immaterial/intangible wealth” because this form of wealth
would be produced in cooperation and its value would be determined by affects and intersubjective
judgments so that an “affect-based law of value” (Arvidsson and Colleoni 2012, 142) would emerge.
Rosdolsky (1977, 428) in contrast to these authors writes in his book about the Grundrisse that in
the “Fragment” Marx had the “withering away of the law of value under socialism” in mind, but not
under capitalism. Moishe Postone (2008, 126) stresses the crisis of value in capitalism is “not simply
superseded by a new form of wealth”, but rather value “remains the necessary structural precondition of capitalist society”. “Capitalism does give rise to the possibility of its own negation, but it does
not automatically evolve into something else” (Postone 2008, 127). Massimo De Angelis (2007, 167)
argues against Hardt and Negri that assuming that the law of value no longer applies today overlooks
that capital as such “is constituted through a particular mode of measuring life activity”. This is also
the reason why the process of commodification has resulted in the emergence of “an immense battery of tests and examinations” (Harvie 2005, 149). So, for example, the prevalence of “task-specific
contracts with temporal deadlines” in the information industries shows that information labour is
“a process in time that can be (and is) measured” (Caffentzis 2013, 111; see also Caffentzis 2005
for a critique of Hardt and Negri’s assumption that value has become immeasurable). Tony Smith
(2014b) argues in a discussion of Vercellone’s and Virno’s approach that although there are nonprofit
digital media projects operating outside the law of value, the world of digital media features a lot
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of exploited labour. He writes that also in an age of “mass intellectuality”, “Marx’s value-theory
will retain descriptive accuracy and explanatory power” as long as there are features such as that the
mediation of social reproduction by “the sale of commodities for money” (222).
The assumption that the law of value no longer applies today is not feasible because this law is
a foundation for the existence of capitalism. Claims about the law’s withering-away are based on
a specific interpretation of a passage from Marx’s Grundrisse in which Marx says that “labour time
ceases and must cease to be” the measure of wealth (Marx 1857/1858, 705). He in the same passage
makes clear that he is talking about a situation in which the “mass of workers” has appropriated
“their own surplus labour” (Marx 1857/1858, 708)—that is, about a communist society. The prophets of the end of law of value in contrast interpret this passage in the “Fragment” as meaning that the
law of value has come to an end within capitalism and that technology has created a communism
of capital (Virno 2004, 110–111; Boutang 2011, 7) so that it merely needs to cast its capitalist skin
in order to enable a fully communist society. Marx talks about a society, in which “production based
on exchange value breaks down” (Marx 1857/1858, 705)—a communist society. He describes how
the rise of technology and knowledge in capitalism advances the antagonism between necessary and
surplus labour time and the productive forces and relations of production and that this antagonism
creates the foundations of a communist society, in which free time is the measure of wealth and
available to a maximum degree for all.
Morini and Fumagalli (2010) argue that the blurring of working time/life time, work place/
life place, production/reproduction, and production/consumption necessitates a life theory of value
because contemporary capitalism puts life to work. They do, however, leave open the question if average life value depends on measurable time or not. Given that all human activities and the number of
humans in the world are always finite and that work takes place in space-time, one can argue that even
a blurring of boundaries between dualities still requires a labour theory of value (Fuchs 2014a, 2015).
On Facebook and other commercial social media, the law of value means that the more time a
certain group spends on the platform, the more valuable the corresponding data commodity gets
on average. A group that on average spends a lot of minutes per day on Facebook (e.g., the group
of those aged 15–25) compared to another group (e.g., the group of those aged 75–85) constitutes a
more valuable data commodity because (a) it has a higher average labour/online time per day, which
generates more data that can be sold, and (b) it spends more time online, during which targeted ads
are presented to this group.

6. Conclusion
The Grundrisse is of high importance as a theoretical foundation for understanding digital labour
and digital capitalism. Marx’s concepts of productive and transport labour in the Grundrisse help us
come to grips with the political economy of targeted online advertising. The Grundrisse’s “Fragment
on Machines” should best not be read in isolation, but as a complement to a reading of Capital and
the Grundrisse’s other notebooks.
The Grundrisse help us especially in respect to five dimensions of digital labour:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Digital labour on social media is a manifestation the general intellect that expresses the existence of a social factory in contemporary capitalism.
Digital labour is not an immaterial but a material aspect of production.
Digital labour is a manifestation of the general intellect’s antagonism that creates foundations
of communism and deepens exploitation, but does not automatically sublate capitalism, which
points towards the need for conscious political praxis.
Digital labour is organised in the form of an international division of labour.
The law of value has not ceased to exist on social media, but rather expresses its antagonistic
character in the online world.
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Understanding digital labour requires what Karl Heinz Roth and Marcel van der Linden (2014)
call a dynamic labour theory of value, in which all “persons who find themselves within the embattled process of expropriation, disciplining and employment/valorisation of their labour-capacity,
constitute the global proletariat, the multiverse of the exploited” (478). Online media results in capitalism both in new forms of commodification and potentials for the “counter-usage of information
technology” (Dyer-Witheford 1999, 228). Digital media change the human species-being towards
the general intellect and point “unprecedented intensification of Empire, but also possibly to exodus
from it” (Dyer-Witheford and de Peuter 2009, 229).The Grundrisse in combination with Capital can
help us to come to grips with digital capitalism’s contradictions and are excellent intellectual tools
in the struggle for the transition from digital capitalism to digital communism.
Digital labourers are a “collective labourer” (Marx 1867, 644) conducting “communal or combined labour” (Marx 1857/1858, 470). They are by capital’s rule confined to the status of “isolated
worker[s]” and “alien objectivity”. They are dominated by capital and machinery that form an “animated monster” (470). But due to capital’s immanent barriers digital labour also contributes to the
strengthening of the potentials for the “antithesis to political economy—namely socialism and communism” (884). Digital capitalism’s negativity can only be negated into a new form of existence in
and through class struggles.

Exercises for Appendix 2
Group exercise (G)
Project exercise (P)
Key Categories: General Intellect, Machinery

Exercise Appendix 2.1 (G)
Read the following and discuss the questions below.
Marx, Karl. 1857/1858. Fragment on machines. In Grundrisse, 690–714. London: Penguin.
•
•
•
•

How exactly does Marx define the general intellect?
Discuss how the category of the general intellect matters in contemporary society, where digital
media, the computer, the Internet, and knowledge work have come to play an important role.
What are the antagonisms of labour time that Marx describes in the “Fragment”? What role do
technology and the general intellect play in this context?
What kind of antagonisms of labour time can we observe in contemporary informational capitalism? How do they express themselves? How can they be overcome politically?

Exercise Appendix 2.2 (P)
Work in groups: Conduct a literature search for articles about Marx’s concept of the general intellect
that have been published in the past 10 years.
Compare how the authors of these articles argue that this concept matters or does not matter
today. Make a list of commonalities and differences of the arguments they employ. Assess the different opinions and views.

Note
1

In my view it is best to distinguish between physical and nonphysical work instead of material and immaterial labour if one wants to characterise human activity according to its product.
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